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STREAMING-PLASMA MEASUREMENTS IN THE 
BASEBALL II-T MIRROR EXPERIMENT 

Abstract 

The warm plasma from a deuterium-
loaded titanium washer gun, streaming 
along magnetic-field lines through the 
steady-state magnetic well of Baseball 
II, has been examined for its suit
ability in this experimental situation 
as a target plasma for hot-ion buildup 
experiments and for microinstability 
control. The gun was positioned near 
the magnetic axis outside the mirror 
region. Measurements were made with 
gridded, end-loss detectors placed 
outside the opposite mirror, a micro
wave interferometer, a beam-attenua
tion detector, and other diagnostics. 
From the end-loss-detector signals, we 
estimate that as much as 21 A of 
streaming-ion current passed from the 
gun through the far mirror region, 
with a measured mean ion energy beyond 
the second mirror varying from 100 to 
280 eV (if singly charged). When pro
file measurements of the streaming-ion 
current made with the end-loss de
tectors are projected back along 
magnetic-field lines to the midplane, 
they indicate that the stream dimen
sions at the midplane were approxi
mately 14 cm horizontally (perpendic
ular to the direction of the streaming 
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flow) and £7 cm vertically. This is 
a good match to the neutral beam for 
trapping purposes. The large differ
ences between the dimensions of the 
stream at the midplane, as obtained 
from the end-profile measurements, and 
the dimensions of the emitting area of 
the streaming gun projected to the mid-
plane along field lines from the op
posite end suggest motion of the 
streaming plasma across magnetic-field 
lines. Microwave measurements give 
nJL « 2 x 10 1 cm through the 
streaming plasma in the horizontal 
direction, at an angle of 60° to- the 
stream flow. When 33 A of 10-keV H° 
(equivalent current at mean energy) 
was injected across the streaming 
plasma, the beam was attenuated by 
about 12%, and we observed an 
increase in the measured electron 
density of 3(±1) x 10 cm - 3. These 
experimental results show that the 
warm streaming plasma investigated 
has characteristics that appear 
suitable for both microinstability 
control and for target initiation 
of neutral-beam trapping in the 
steady-state magnetic field of 
the Baseball II-T coil. 



Introduction 
A principal purpose of the Base

ball II-T (BBII-T) experiment at the 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) 
was to start up a high-density, hot 
plasma in a steady-state magnetic 
field by trapping incident, high-
energy neutral beams on a warm target 
plasma. Two target plasmas were 
developed for this purpose: a stream
ing plasma from a standard 2XIIB 

2 3 washer gun, * and a laser-initiated 
tarset plasma. ' In this report, we 
discuss our experimentation with the 
first,of these. 

The designation "Baseball II-T" refers 
to the target-startup phase of Baseball 
II (BBII) experiments, which use the 
Baseball II superconducting coil. 

The suppression of microin-
stability amplitudes in the 2XIIB 
experiment by introducing a warm 
streaming plasma has been attributed 
to a partial filling of the mirror 
loss cone. The need for a similar 
stream in BBII-T provides additional 
interest in the streaming-plasma 
approach to providing a target plasma. 

We have measured the parameters of 
the streaming plasma produced by a 
washer gun in the BBII-T experiment. 
This report, summarizing these measure
ments, is divided into three main 
sections: Apparatus and Diagnostics, 
Experimental Results, and then some 
Concluding Remarks. 

Apparatus and Diagnostics 
To create the warm streaming 

plasma in BBII-T, we employed a 
deuterium-loaded titanium washer gun 
of the type regularly used on 

2 3 2XIIB. ' The plasma pulses were 1 to 
6 ms long. For most of our operation, 
the gun tip was positioned at the 
north wall of the vacuum chamber, 126 
cm from the center of the magnetic 
well (the mirror is at 48 cm). At 
this position, the ratio of the 
magnetic field at the mirror to that 
at the gun ( B ^ ^ / B ^ ) was 10.8. 
This ratio could be easily varied by 
moving the gun in or out with respect 
to the center of the magnetic well. 

The gun was first located on the 
magnetic axis, but was later moved 
7.5 cm east, perpendicular to the 
magnetic axis, to free the axis for 
alignment purposes. It still was 
aimed at the center and was positioned 
on a field line in the horizontal 
plane that passed only 0.4 cm from 
the center. In general, the experi
mental results are not noticeably 
different: for this off-axis position, 
except that the measured profile is 
somewhat broader horizontally. 

A Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
(LBL) 20-keV, 50-A ion-source module 
was used to inject a neutral-hydrogen 
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beam in conjunction with the streaming 
plasma. This enabled us to check out 
the operation of the source in the 
presence of the BBII magnetic field 
and in coordination with the rest of 
the experimental apparatus. The beam 
proved useful as a diagnostic for the 
stream, and the beam-stream inter
action produced hot ions, many of 
which were then trapped in the 
magnetic field. The beam was usually 
operated at a source voltage of 12 to 
15 kV, with an average of 22-A neutral 
current (equivalent) at 15 kV. This 
value for the beam current was 
obtained from calorimetric power 
measurements by assuming that all 
particles had the full beam energy. 
Actually, some of the beam particles 
had one-half or one-third the full 
team energy. Correcting for the beam 
composition, we obtain from the 22-A, 
15-kV result a beam current of about 
33 A at an average energy of approxi
mately 10 keV. 

Figure 1 shows horizontal and 
vertical views of the BBII-T apparatus 
and magnetic field, including the 
positions of diagnostics such as the 
gridded end-loss detectors, the horns 
of the microwave interferometer, the 
fast-atom detector (FAD), and also the 
plasma gun at its innermost position. 
These drawings, although somewhat 
schematic, are to scale. They demon
strate how, at the north mirror, the 
magnetic-field lines are spread out in 

the horizontal plane and are squeezed 
together in the vertical. The situ
ation is reversed at the south mirror. 

The two gridded-detector 
collector-plate sets used at the south 
wall are the south end-loss detector 
(SELD) and the vertical-fan end-loss 
detector (V-FELD). The former has six 
long, thin, side-by-side collector 
plates (thin in the horizontal 
direction), and the latter has two 
plates as shown in Fig. 1(b) (also 
thin in the horizontal direction). 
The SELD plates are 1 cm x 10 cm, with 
about one-third of their height 
blocked by other apparatus. The 
V-FELD plates are 1.9 cm x 8.3 cm; 
only one has an unrestricted view of 
the plasma. A scale drawing of the 
important elements of the SELD is 
shown in Fig. 2. Screen characteris
tics and the customary biasing 
arrangement are also given. 

Because of the high particle flux 
incident on the gridded detectors, we 
watched the detector signals and grid 
biases carefully for signs of problems 
like space-charge limitation and bias 
breakdown. At times, substantial 
decrease in bias level during a shot 
was observed, even after higher-
current voltage supplies had been 
installed. When this happened, the 
measurements were repeated, possibly 
with somewhat different values of the 
negative voltages, until the biases 
held nearly constant during an entire 
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(a) Horizontal view. 

Fig.' 1 The BBII-T coil, magnetic field, vacuum-chamber wall, plasma gun, and 
diagnostics (to scale). 
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(b) Vertical view. 

Fig. 1. (continued). 



Open area 
of grid - % 

Collector plates-
(1 cm x 10.cm each) 

Streaming 

Plasma 

Bias-

Fig . 2. Horizontal cross sect ion of 
the south end-loss detector (HELD) 
(to s c a l e ) , showing the grid and 
b i a s arrangement. The v e r t i c a l -
fan end-loss detector (V-FELD) i s 
s imi lar except for l a rge r -a rea 
gr ids and p l a t e s . 

sho t . We then had more confidence 

tha t the streaming-plasma e lec t rons 

were being repel led and tha t the 

remaining s i g n a l s corresponded to 

streaming i o n s . 

The densi ty i n the BBII-T expe r i 

ment was measured using a 140-GHz 

(about 2-mm) microwave in terferometer . 

With t h i s equipment, the s i g n a l t ha t 

passes through the plasma undergoes 

two down-conversions in a balanced 

mixer-receiver t o 60 MHz. This s igna l 

plus a reference s i g n a l , which i s a l so 

down-converted t o 60 MHz, are detected 

by a phase-comparator c i r c u i t tha t 

provides both a sin6 and a cos9 
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output. The 60-MHz IF frequency is 
stabilized by a discriminator circuit 
that provides a feedback voltage to a 

voltage-controlled oscillator in the 
receiver, eliminating any drift in the 
60-MHz IF frequency. In the experi
ment, we observed phase shifts of the 
microwave signal that passed through 
the plasma in the horizontal direc
tion, at an angle of 60° to the 
stream flow [see Fig. 1(a)]. Values 
of electron density times path length 
were then calculated using the 
equation 

n S,(cm~ ) = 118.4 x frequency (Hz) 

* phase shift (radians). 

A detailed description of the inter
ferometer system is given in a 
separate report. 

A beam-attenuation detector was 
positioned in the beam, downstream 
from the plasma [at x «= +219 cm in 
Fig. 1(a)]. With it, we-monitored the 
neutral-beam intensity by measuring 
the flow of the secondary electrons 
produced at a metal plate, and we 
could detect the attenuation of the 
beam caused by the plasma. 

Energetic charge-exchange neutrals 
leaving the plasma were detected with 
a surface-barrier detector and also 
with the fast-atom detector shown in 
Fir, 1(b). The surface-barrier 
detector was located below the plasma 
[at y * -136 cm in Fig. 1(b)]. 



For most of the results presented 
here, the field magnitude at the 
center of the magnetic well of the 
BBII superconducting coi? was in the 

A set of selected diagnostic sig
nals from a single shot is shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4. The time (horizontal) 
scale is identical for all six sig
nals. For this shot, the streaming 
plasma was on only during the middle 
portion of the time that the beam was 
passing through the chamber. The beam 
signal was obtained t.fter the beam had 
transited the streaming plasma; this 
signal will be discussed later. 

STREAMING IOHS 

From end-loss-detector signals such 
as those in Fig. 4, we obtained the 
ion-current profile and other data to 
follow. To arrive at these detectors, 
the particles had to pass through both 
north and south mirror regions,. We 
assume that the positive signals de
tected predominantly arose from the 
collection of ionized deuterium and 
titanium. The neutral beam was not 
present for the streaming-ion measure
ments summarized below. 

Figure 5 shows the horizontal 
profile of the streaming-ion current 
obtained with the SELD gridded-
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range 0.86 to 1.03 T ( B ^ ^ / B ^ ^ 
« 2.0). In the one instance where we 
present data at lower magnetic fields, 
we give the field values. 

detector plates. The biasing arrange
ment was similar to that shown in 
Fig. 2. The SELD signal levels in 
Fig. 5 were chosen at a time during 
the shot when most were at a maximum. 
They produce a well-defined profile, 
with a peak presumably located on the 
magnetic axis. Because ion-current 
values in Fig. 5 have been corrected 
for loss<"5 on the grids, they 
represent the ion flux incident on the 
first (outer) grid. 

Figure 6 shows the vertical 
profile obtained from the end-loss 
data. We plot here the total stream
ing current per degree in the vertical 
direction, integrated over the hori
zontal direction, where the vertical 
angle 6 is measured as shown in 
Fig. 1(b). The SFXD plotted point is 
determined by multiplying the peak in 
Fig. 5 by the product of the 3.2-cm 
horizontal full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) and the cm/degree conversion 
factor. To obtain the V-FELD plotted 
point, we use the experimentally 
measured current flow, divide by the 
number of degrees subtended vertically 
by the plate, and correct for grid 

Experimental Results 



Discharge current, of 
streaming-plasma gun. 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^| 

Fig. 3; Partial set'of diagnostic signals for a beam-plus-stream shot. The 
tiae scale is the same for all traces (1 ms/div). 



\ 

Fig. 4. Continuation of Fig. 3 , showing s igna ls t o chree gr idded-detector 
p l a t e s . 
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Relative horizontal position — cm 
Fig. 5. Horizontal profile of 

streaming ions at south chamber 
wall, as measured by the six SELD 
collector plates. Streaming-
plasma gun was in off-axis 
position. Ion-current magnitudes 
are corrected for losses on grids. 

losses as in Fig. 5. We assume that 
the 1.9-cm width of the place covers 
nearly all of the horizontal profile 
in that region. The vertical angular 
extents of the SELD and V-FELD 
detector plates are indicated by the 
widths shown with each of the plotted 
points in Fig. 6. 

By integrating over the vertical 
profile in Fig. 6, we obtain 21 A as 
an approximation to the total stream
ing-ion flux to the Bouth wall of the 
vacuum chamber. To perform the inte
gration, we make a simple, straight-
line fit to the vertical-profile data, 
as shown in Fig. 6. We then integrate 
over the triangular area and assume 
that the region below the magnetic 
axis contains an equal amount of 
streaming plasma. 

Figure 7 shows the results of a 
computer analysis in which SEED 

10 20 30 
". • 8 —degrees 

Fig.- 6. Vertical profile of stream-
' ing' ions at''south chamber wall, 

including the SELD results in 
/ Fig. 5 . " 

-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 
Radial position - cm 

Fig. 7. SELD horizontal current 
profile of ions at various 
relative times during a streaming 
pulse, projected along magnetic-
field lines to midplane. 
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horizontal-profile streaming-ion data 
af various times during a shot are 
projected along magnetic-field lines 
to the midplane of the magnetic well. 
This transformation gives a much wider 
profile at the midplane than at the 
detector. The current levels here are 
those actually reaching the detector 
plates. Thus, unlike those in Fig. 5, 
these current values have not been 
normalized to unit area or corrected 
for grid losses. The plots in Fig. 7 
show the shape of the horizontal 
streaming profile to change little 
during the streaming-plasma pulse. 

In Fig. 8, we demonstrate how the 
signal levels at the SELD plates in
creased, on the average, as the ratio 
of the magnetic field at the mirror to 
that at the gun was decreased by 
moving the plasma gun toward the 
center along the magnetic axis. The 
data indicate a factor of about four 
increase in streaming-plasma level for 
a factor of two decrease in magnetic-
field ratio. The field ratio of 10.8 
corresponds to our standard gun posi
tion, which was at the wall of the 
vacuum chamber. A lower effective 
mirror ratio (or higher magnetic field 
at the gun) apparently makes it easier 
for the streaming-plasma particles to 
pass from the gun through the magnetic 
well. 

Another way that we increased the 
streaming-ion current to the SELD 
collector plates was by raising the 

B /B mirror gun 
Fig. 8. SELD relative collector 
current versus B m i r r o r / B g u n as the 
streaming-plasma gun was moved 
toward the center of the magnetic 
well. 

overall magnetic-field strength. 
Figure 9 shows this effect as the 
current in the BBII coil was raised so 
that the central field increased from 
0.52 to 1.03 T. These data were 
obtained from computer plots such as 
those in Fig. 7; the profiles with 
maximum signal amplitude were used. 
(The profile data in Figs. 5 and 6 
were acquired at 0.86-T central field, 
and those in Fig. 7, at 1.03 T.) 
Figure 9 shows that the peak detector 
current increases with magnetic field, 
and the FWHM decreases relatively 
less, so that the product of the two, 
which is related to the total ion flux 
to the SELD, increases. Raising the 
magnetic-field strength evidently 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 

20 

J&~~~~-~ n 

10 

JTU '~rr— 

of oPeak current — mA 
a "~ . /^ oFWHM-cm 

6 . / 
— — —Peak current x FWHM (re l . ) -

4 

1 1 1 

' 
1 

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
B-T 

Fig. 9. Characteristics of the SELD streaming-ion profile (peak current, FWHM, 
and their product) at the midplane versus magnetic field at the center of the 
BBII coil. Streaming-plasma gun was in off-axis position. 

facilitates the flow of the streaming 
plasma from the gun through the 
magnetic well. 

It is interesting to note that 
both methods just discussed for 
increasing the SELD signals give an 
increase that varies approximately as 

the square of the magnetic-field 
strength at the gun. This increase in 
the ion current collected at the SELD 
presumably signifies augmented 
streaming-plasma line density at the 
center of the magnetic field. 
Supporting this conjecture is the 
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observation that the beam attenuation 
caused by the streaming plasma 
increases with higher magnetic field. 

Retardation measurements of the 
streaming ions reaching the SELD give 
mean ion energies (if singly charged) 
of about 100 to 280 eV. The lower 
values were measured mainly in our 
first operation with the streaming 
gun. We obtained further measurements 
several months later after certain 
equipment changes had been made, e.g., 
modifications to the power supply for 
the streaming-plasma gun. The higher 
ion-energy results were acquired in 
this later experimentation. Because 
our measurement procedures improved 
with time, the example shown in Fig. 
10 is from the more recent data. We 
plot the measured peak positive SELD 
signal versus the positive voltage 
applied to the double grid (see Fig. 
2). The curve drawn to fit these lata 
is then numerically differentiated to 
obtain the dN/dE plot, from which a 
mean energy of about 230 eV is cal
culated. One notes that the streaming 
ions at the SELD have a sizable range 
of energies, with about 19% of the 
zero-bias signal level remaining at a 

We ignore any distinction here be
tween total and parallel energy be
cause, even if most of the energy of 
an ion is perpendicular to the mag
netic-field lines when it passes 
through the mirror region, all but 13% 
of its energy would be directed along 
the magnetic-field lines when it 
reaches the gridded detector. 

' I • I ' I ' I —I 

dN/dE (rel.) -\ 

200 400 600 800 
SELD retarding bias - V 

Fig. 10. Measured peak SELD plate 
current (circles) corrected for 
grid losses, the curve drawn to 
fit these data, and derived plot 
of relative dN/dE, all versus 
positive retarding bias. The fit 
to the data at the low-bias end is 
based on the data plotted plus 
data from another bias run (not 
shown). 

+500-V retarding bias and about 4% 
left at +800 V. For the quoted ion 
energies, we assume singly-charged 
particles. Any multiply-charged ions 
in the stream would have their 
energies scaled up accordingly. 

Figure 11 shows the projections 
along magnetic-field lines to the 
midplane of the magnetic well of the 
SELD streaming-ion profile and of the 
emitting area of the streaming-plasma 
gun. The SELD profile used here was 
obtained when the washer gun was 
centered on-axis. It has a FWHM of 
2.6 cm and a zero intercept for the 
vertical-profile plot of 32.7° (70 cm 
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(a) Horizontal 

BBII co i l 
cross section 

5.1 cm 

14.4 cm 

_ L _ 
__. ^_ 0.25cm-j 

Midplane-

South-wal1 
streaming 
profile 
{FWHM = 2 . 6 cm) 

(b) Vert ical 

From ± 70-cm 
streaming-profile 
vert ical dimension 

•-Magnetic 
axis 

Scales 

One-twentieth 

. F i g . 1 1 . Comparison, in the hor izonta l and v e r t i c a l p r inc ipa l planes of the 
' projections along magnetic-field l ines to the midplane of the 5.1-cm-diam 

plasma gun and of the dimensions of the streaming-ion p r o f i l e . The scales 
along andVperpendicular to the magnetic axis are d i f f e ren t , thus d i s t o r t i n g 
the drawings. 
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above the magnetic axis, near the 
V-FELD,). The SELD projection to the 
midplane indicates a stream size there 
of about 14 cm horizontally, perpendic
ular to the stream flow, and ^7 cm 
vertically. This is a good match to 
the neutral beam, which is about 6 cm 
high. 

These projected streaming dimen
sions at the midpla~e are drastically 
different from those obtained by pro
jecting the 5.l-cm-diam emitting area 
of the streaming-plasma gun (about 
0.25 cm horizontally, about 26 cm 
vertically), as depicted in Fig. 11. 
This difference suggests motion of the 
streaming plasma across magnetic-field 
lines, probably on the input side 
where the densities are highest. The 
inclusion of the charge-exchange pro
cesses!) i D in the co-streaming Ti 
plasma furnishes one reasonable 
explanation for why the streaming 
plasma apparently diffuses rapidly 
across magnetic-field lines to form a 
cross section with a considerably 
different shape than expected. 

STREAMING n % 
e 

We used the 2-mm microwave inter
ferometer to obtain experimental 
measurements of the n & (electron 

e 
density x thickness) of the streaming 
plasma along a horizontal line through 
the center of the magnetic well at an 
angle of 60° to the stream flow. 

Typical microwave signals are shown in 
Fig. 12, together with traces indicat
ing when the streaming plasma and 
neutral beam were passing through the 
magnetic well. Curves showing the 
time variation of n i, derived from e 
signals such as those in Fig. 12, are 
plotted in Fig. 13. The curve through 
the experimental points in Fig. 13 

14 -2 that peaks at n SL « 1.7 x 10 cm 
shows the time-dependent behavior of 
the streaming plasma during a typical 
pulse when the neutral beam was not 
on. Unlike the discharge current of 
the streaming-plasma gun, which is 
nearly constant during most of the 
pulse (see Fig. 12), the n S, results 
vary considerably with time. 

These microwave measurements are 
consistent with the n % value that can 
be approximately calculated from the 
observed attenuation of the neutral 
beam when it passed through the stream
ing plasma. The average measured 
attenuation is about 12%. An example 
of this attenuation is seen during the 
stream-on part of the beam signal in 
Fig. 3. Attenuation measurements are 
corrected for a small electronic shift 
in the base line caused by the firing 
of the streaming gun. The 12% average 
attenuation figure indicates that 

one«. » 0.12, (1) 

where a is the cross section for 
ionizing the high-energy neutrals by 
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Discharge current of 
streaming-plasma gun. 

Beam accel voltage. 

.•vw, 

- Microwave cos0 output. Microwave sln9 output 

Fig. '12. Typical microwave signals, along with traces showing times when the 
stream and beam were on. The time scale is the same for all traces. 
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the streaming plasma (through charge-

exchange and ionizat ion processes) , 

and n 2 i s again the streaming-plasma 

density (ions or e lec t rons) times 
—16 2 

th ickness . For a o of 7.5 x 10 cm 

(corresponding to fas t H incident on 

D + ) , Eq. (1) gives n II * 1.6 x 1 0 1 4 

-2 e 

cm , a value in good agreement with 
that obtained from the microwave 
interferometer. 

We now try to estimate the value 
of the streaming n £ at the midplane 
of the magnetic field from the 
measurements of the streaming-ion 
current at the south wall. To do this 
calculation, we transform the measured 
profile of the horizontal current at 
the south chamber wall (e.g., see 
Fig. 5) to the midplane, taking into 
account the squeezing in of the 
profile in the vertical direction. 
An ion velocity is needed to calculate 
n Z. If we assume 100-eV D ions, for e 
example, this calculation gives 

12 -2 n S. « 3 x 10 cm' at the midplane, 
along a line in the horizontal 
direction perpendicular to the stream 
flow. If the ions are assumed to be 

estimate their nT (density x contain
ment time) value by fitting a buildup 
theory to the measurements of density 
and end-loss current. Two loss 
mechanisms are postulated: Coulomb 
scattering and charge exchange off 
energetic neutrals that are emitted 
into the loss cone from the streaming-
plasma gun. The equations used are 

dn I+(t) n 2 

dt eV (nt) 
IS,c a c x L n exp(-nOto(.L) 

eV (2) 

and 

2 
^ELD = ITn^T + he11 " e*P(-™ tot L ) ] 

+ Vtc' (3) 

where 

I (t) is the trapped current into 
the plasma, 

1^ is the input current of those 
neutral particles having'a 
velocity vector lying in the 
loss cone, 

100-eV T. , a factor of about 5 higher f T i s the input current of those 

value i s obtained, i . e . , n 1 » 1.5 

x 1 0 1 3 cm - 2 . This i s s t i l l a factor 
of about 10 below the measured n .", 

e 
value, suggesting that streaming ions 
may be trapped in the magnetic well 
for a period of time. 

Assuming that streaming ions are 
indeed transiently trapped, we can 

d He 

ions (a) having a velocity 
vector lying in the loss cone 
and (b) hitting the detector, 

<J is the charge-exchange cross 
section, 

a
t o t is the total ionization cross 

section, including electron 
ionization and charge-exchange 
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ionization of the neutrals, 
and 

x is the lifetime for Coulomb 
scattering. 

Also, V and L are the volume and 
length, respectively, of the trapped-
ion plasma, and e is the elementary 
charge. The plasma density n(t) is 
measured by the microwave interfer
ometer. "The rate of change of density 
dn/dt is obtained by differentiating 
the microwave data. The last term in 
Eq. (3) is neglected in this analysis. 
It is assumed small because the mag
netic-field lines that Intercept the 
circular gun form a long, thin, ver

tical ellipse at the opposite chamber 
wall. Thus, the fraction f, of I. 

that is incident on the SELD detector 
is small. The free parameters nT and 
I? in Eqs. (2) and (3) are varied to 
obtain the best fit to the SELD data. 
The trapped current into the plasma is 
then calculated by solving Eq. (2) for 
I +(t). 

The data shown in Figs. 7 and 13 
9 3 are best fit with nT » 2 x 10 s/cm 

and I o c
s s 1 A, when we use Eqs. (2) 

and (3). This value of nT is consis
tent with the measured average end-
loss energy of 280 eV if one assumes 
that the trapped ion energy is 400 eV 

Symbol Shot 
no. Conditions 

o 
V 
A 
a 

2 
4 
5 
6 

Stream only 
Stream + beam 
Stream + beam 
Stream only 

5. 6 7 
Time — ms 

Fig. 13. ' Results of microwave measurements of n { versus time' during four 
;'. experimental shots, two with streaming plasma only passing through the 
'. .magnetic well, and two with neutrrl beam as well as stream. 
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(as indicated by Fokker -Planck cal
culations) , with the low-energy end of 
the trapp=d-ion distribition being 
lost. Tue trapped current is calcu
lated to increase monotonically with 
time. 

OBSERVATIONS DURING NEUTRAL-BEAM 
INJECTION 

14 cm, adjusted for the 60° microwave 
angle and the decreased plasma thick
ness above and below the horizontal 
midplane. 

HOT-ION DENSITY 

The measured increase in electron 
density when both the plasma stream 
and the neutral beam were present can 
be interpreted as the density of 
trapped hot ions. Support for this 
interpretation comes from the good 
agreement between this measured in
crease and a value calculated from the 
buildup equation. The characteristic 
hot-ion loss time needed in this cal
culation can be estimated from the 
decay of the interferometer signal 
when the neutral beam was turned off. 
Decay times between about 0.1 and 
0.5 ms were observed. Because these 
times are short compared with the 
beam-on time, equilibrium was obtained. 
Therefore, we can write 

n+ Vt 
H ~ eV loss ' 

where n„ is the hot-ion density, I_ is 
the injected neutrai-beam current, e 
is the elementary charge, f is the 
fraction of the beam trapped, V is the 
volume of the hot-ion plasma, and 
Tloss ^ t n e c n a r a c t e r i s t i c ion loss 
time. Substituting I_/e - 33 A x 6.25 

lfi x 10 particles/A-s, f - 0.12, 
3 3 V - 2.5 x 10 cm , and a mean value 

In Fig. 13, the curve through the 
n J. experimental points with the high
er magnitude peak is that obtained 
when both the plasma stream and the 
neutral beam were present. The dif-

13 —2 ference (n % * 4 x 10 cm ) between e 
that peak and the one measured with 
the stream only is assumed to repre
sent the effect of the hot ions that 
are trapped due to the interaction be
tween the neutral beam and the plasma 
stream. To minimize any uncontrolled 
experimental variations, the four 
shots plotted in Fig. 13 were taken 
during a short time period. 

If we divide the increase in n Z of 
13 -2 e 

about 4 x 10 cm by tn assumed 
average path length of 13 cm, we 
obtain an increase in electron density 
of 3(±1) x i o 1 2 cm - 3. The quoted 
error is an estimate of the statis
tical reproducibility of the microwave 
data. The systematic error in n 5. is 
assumed to be small compared with the 
statistical variation. The value of 
average path length is estimated from 
the projected streaming-ion FWHM of 
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for the loss time of 0.3 ms, we obtain 
+' 12 3 

H J * 3.0 x 10 ions/cm , a value in 
agreement with the measured increase 
in' electron density. 

EFFECTS OF PLASMA-STREAM 
COMPOSITION 

Interpreting the increase in elec
tron density in terms of a hot-ion 
density is open to some question 
because of the unknown composition of 
the streaming plasma from the gun. 

3 
There is evidence from earlier work 
that the streaming plasma from such a 
source, when the source is operated in 
the long-pulse mode of interest here, 
contains D and ionlzed-Ti fractions. 
Qualitative measurements of the BBII-T 
streaming plasma showed that both D 
and Ti were present: two monochroma-
tors aimed at the central magnetic-
field region were tuned to wavelengths 
appropriate to D and Ti , and lines 
for both were observed (Ti being the 
strongest) throughout the duration of 
the streaming-plasma pulse. 

The effect of Ti or D components 
in the stream would be to cause loss 
of trapped hot ions through charge 
exchange. The streaming D equivalent 
current can be estimated from Barr's 

8 measurements, allowing us to place an 
upper limit of about 6 A through the 
BBII-T.plasma volume. At this level, 
the- D flux would not limit the 
hot-ion density. 

The effect of trapped Ti ions is 
more difficult to determine. We have 
estimated this effect, considering 
ionization and scattering lifetimes 
for the various charge states of Ti in 
the trapped streaming plasma. If we 
assume 5 A of Ti trapped and use the 
best values available for the charge-
exchange cross sections involved, we 
estimate that a hot-ion density of 

12 -3 »2 x 10 cm could be realized. The 
actual Ti current is not known, but 
it probably cannot exceed 10 to 15 A 
because it would then, stripped to 

111 
Ti , account for most of the 
observed end-loss current. If the Ti 
"-r-rrent were indeed this high, the 
hot-ion density would be limited by 

12 -3 charge exchange to <1 x 10 cm . 
If charge exchange on Ti ions does 

limit the hot-ion density to 
12 -3 <3 x 10 cm , we must explain the 

extra increase in electron density 
observed during neutral-beam injection 
in terms of additional ionization of 
Ti. Without beam injection, we 
estimate that the fate of most of the 
Ti ions is to be ionized to Ti and 
then scattered out. To account for 
the increase in electron density with 
beam injection, significant numbers of 

1 1 1 I 1 1 1 

Ti must be ionized to Ti before 
the scattering loss occurs. Even 
then, the increased charge state is 
counterbalanced by the shorter scat-

i 1 1 t 
tering time of the Ti . Our model
ing of the streaming plasma is 
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sufficiently complex and uncertain 
that we must leave open the possibil
ity that some fraction of the increase 
in electron density is due to ioniza
tion effects. 

At higher injected neutral-beam 
equivalent currents, we would expect 
the Ti density to decrease because of 
ionization and charge exchange to the 
higher charge spates where charge-
exchange cross sections become 
negligible. The hot--.jn 'tensity would 
then increase until other losses 
(̂ -"tnatc, as obsnrvod in the 2X1 IB 

5 9 experiments. ' 

BACKGROUND-GAS DENSITY 

In the density regime where all 
neutral gas incident on the plasma is 
ionized, the charge-exchange flux is 
independent of the plasma density. 
In this "burn-out" condition, the 
charge-exchange flux is a measure of 
the density of the neutral gas that is 
incident on the plasma, not of the 
density of the trapped hot ions. We 
assume here that the energetic, 
charge-exchange flux is dominated by 
charge exchange with thermal gas 
because the measured charge-exchange 
flux is an order of magnitude too 
large to be accounted for by resonance 
charge exchange with the beam. 

We used a surfaca-barrier detector 
operating in the current mode, located 
below the midplane, '.o measure the 

charge-exchange flux when both the 
neutral beam and the streaming plasma 
were passing through the chamber. The 
measurements showed a charge-exchange 
flux of fast neutrals at the detector 

13 of approximately 5 x 10 particles/ 
2 

cm -s. From geometrical considera
tions, and assuming that the flux is 
isotropic, we estimate that this 
corresponds to a total charge-exchange 
flux of 1.1 x 1 0 1 9 particles/s. 

From this value of total charge-
exchange flux, we now estimate the 
density of the background gas. As the 
incident background thermal neutrals 
impinge upon the plasma, they undergo 
either charge-exchange or ionizing 
collisions with the plasma in the 
boundary region. We assume, for now, 
tl.at the ion and electron energies of 
the cold streaming plasma at the 
boundary are too low to contribute 
significantly to the ionization of the 
thermal flux. Then, tbe fraction of 
the neutral gas incident on the plasma 
that contributes to the measured 
energetic charge-exchange flux at the 
detector is 0 C X / ( ° C X + O^), where a 

and a are the cross sections for 
charge exchange and ionization, res
pectively, of the thermal flux by the 
hot-ion plasma. Therefore, we write 

„19 
a + a. ex i 

1.1 x 10 
particles/s, 

where n Q is the density of the back
ground gas, v is its average velocity, 
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and S is. the surface area of the 
plasma. Substituting v « 1 x 10 cm/s, 
S » 2.5 x 10 3 cm 2, o , - 7.5 x 10~ 1 6 

cm , and a. » 1 x 10 cm , we 
obtain 

11 3 
iin .* 2 x I O " neutrali /cm . 

The experimental results presented 
here, obtained for the steady-state 
magnetic field of the BBII supercon
ducting coil, are consistent with 
those observed in the pulsed 2XIIB 
experiment. Supplementary data have 
been obtained on the spatial profile 
and energy distribution of the stream
ing ions. Evidence suggests that 
higher magnetic-field magnitudes give 
larger streaming-plasma densities. 
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To the extent that the cold plasma 
, contributes to the ionization of the 

neutral gas, our estimate of n Q should 
be raised. Charge exchange of hot 
ions on the streaming plasma or 
neutrals would tend to lower the n Q 

estimate. 

With the limited neutral-beam current 
available for the BBII-T experimenta
tion, we could not expect to build up 
to the density range of 2X1IB, and 
indeed we did not. However, we have 
been able to show that the target 
plasma produced by the stream appears 
suitable for both instability control 
(based on 2X1IB experience ) and 

q 
neutral-beam trapping in the BBII 
magnetic field. 

troaics Engineering Department, Fusion 
Energy Systems Division; of Stanley 
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